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Case Study

 Agency

MPOWR Envision is a user-friendly and intuitive cloud-based strategic 
planning and execution software that streamlines team communication, 
alignment, and transparency. Their paid media programs needed to scale, 
and they reached out to us.

SERVICES
PaidSocial 
and Search

YEAR
2022

KEY METRICS
• Pipeline generated 358K vs 92K media spend

CHALLENGES
• Partnering with an agency without a high-turnover rate
• Finding a partner with stellar execution for paid media programs
• Increase the number of opportunities and demos

SOLUTION
• Dedicated demand gen strategist for the accountp
• Rebuild & Optimize  paid media campaigns and diversified channels & 

performance creative
• CRO Optimized Landing Pages in Pardot

RESULTS
• 4X return on opportunity value to paid ad spend
• Implemented Bing as a new channel with strong results

CONTACT US

Challenges
MPOWR had a challenging time finding the right revenue agency for their team.  
They jumped across agencies with all kinds of problems (fast turnarounds, lack of 
execution, poor responsiveness, etc.). Finally, They decided to reach out to us to help them 
increase their number of opportunities and demos. 

Our strategists partnered with their team to build from an orchestrated approach to help 
them meet their targets.

https://www.fourtytwo.agency/
https://www.fourtytwo.agency/
https://www.fourtytwo.agency/contact-us
https://mpowr.com/
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When I need to 
increase the number of 
opportunities and demos 
booked

Give me a revenue 
partner that can 
strategize and execute

So I can focus on solving 
other challenges for the 
organization

DemandGen strategy and 
execution to increase the 
number of opportunities 
and demos booked

• 4X return on 
opportunity value 
to paid media and 
invesment.

• Implemented Bing 
as a new channel for 
their mix

• Took over execution 
to simplify and 
accelerate the process 

• Partnered up with 
MPOWR’s team to 
understand needs 
(not another vendor).

• Constantly came up 
with new strategic 
recommendations  
to meet the revenue 
goals

What was the primary Job to Be Done 42 Agency solved?

jtbd what 42 did primary results secondary results

The full story
Paid media can be challenging for organizations. It is a time-consuming process that requires 
significant knowledge about several ad platforms as well as technical know-how on the 
backend to map out attribution correctly. Thus, bringing a partner to help you scale your 
revenue operations helps maximize results.

That is where 42 Agency jumped in and became a partner that would allow MPOWR to scale 
growth from the start.

KEY RESULTS FROM PAIDSOCIAL

We ran several experiments with LinkedIn matched audiences, 3rd party data, 
remarketing audiences, and having a constant flow of creative and copy variations. 

What worked best?
1. Conversational ads performed the best on LinkedIn. Unlike a lead generation 

play focused on generating demos, conversational ads were effective.
2. In-Feed forms worked great for MOFU Campaigns. This means their audiences 

want to learn more about their offer or talk to their team about the MPOWR 
Offerings

KEY METRICS: On the best performing month we received 87 leads from 
LinkedIn with a CPL of $96

https://www.fourtytwo.agency/
https://www.fourtytwo.agency/
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KEY RESULTS FROM SEARCH

Our experiments with MPOWR showed great results when spendfing on remarketing  
and competitor keywords with some prospecting keywords.

What worked?
1. Mid & Bottom of Funnel  Ads performed well.
2. A fair amount of conversions stem from competitor and remarketing 

campaigns.
3. We developed strategy-based keywords focused as SKAG.

KEY METRICS: On the best performing month we received 66 leads  
with a CPL of $102

In the end, we accomplished MPOWR goals by doing 
the following activities:
Tactical

• Designing & launching new landing pages in Pardot
• Designing performance creative for social & display
• 3rd Party & First Party Audiences
• By helping connect the dots in Pardot / Salesforce with campaign attribution

Strategic
• Understanding the business, the competitors, and the overall landscape in the 

cloud-based strategic planning and execution software vertical.
• Establish rapport with key stakeholders to determine the business objectives 

and actions needed to accomplish them.
• Understanding the needs of the team and the skillsets to create a frictionless 

cadence that would allow MPOWR to accomplish its objectives in the least 
amount possible.

• Co-creating and providing suggestions + tracking all ideas and experiments. 
This process allowed the client to figure out quickly what was working to 
maximize spending in that channel.

• Exploring new channels (Bing & Facebook) to diversify the marketing mix.

MORE CASE STUDIES

https://www.fourtytwo.agency/
https://www.fourtytwo.agency/
https://www.fourtytwo.agency/customers

